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Dealing with the Physical Symptoms of Stress Using EFT Chasing the Pain 

Technique 
 

DISCLAIMER  

While it has been reported that alternative health techniques have been quite effective in 

stress management, the studies are yet at an experimental stage. Hence, the authors do not 

warrant the performance, effectiveness or applicability of any of the techniques narrated in 

this e-book nor do they guarantee or represent that your fitness or health will measurably 

improve as a result of practicing the ideas contained therein. 

 

The contents presented in this book are the views and opinions of the authors, and are not 

prescriptions of a medical doctor for treatment of mental or physical problems, hence, not 

intended to substitute for proper medical advice. The intent of the authors is only to offer 

information of a general nature to help you in your quest for emotional and spiritual well-

being. As always, the advice of a competent medical professional should be sought. You take 

complete responsibility for the results, injury or other losses arising as a result of any such 

personal injury after practicing the techniques suggested in this e-book and the authors are in 

no way responsibility for any consequences post trying out the ideas contained in the book. 

You also acknowledge that you suffer from no medical ailment, mental or physical, that 

might aggravate as a result of practicing the ideas contained in the book. This e-book is solely 

for educational purposes. 

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

Copyright © by Tania A Prince and Stefan Bajic 

The moral rights of the author have been asserted. 

All rights in the materials created in this e-book, including but not limited to their rights as 

the owners of the copyright in those materials are reserved by the Authors, worldwide. 

Permission is not given for any commercial use or sale of this material. No other material 

anywhere on this 7 day EFT Fast Stress Buster ebook may be copied, downloaded, stored in a 

retrieval system, changed in any format, transmitted, used or further disseminated in any way 

for a private, public or commercial purpose, other than „fair use‟ as brief quotations embodied 

in articles and reviews, under any circumstances without prior written permission from the 

authors. 
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Dealing with the Physical Symptoms of Stress Using EFT Chasing the Pain 

Technique 

 

 

Adapted from the 7 Days EFT Fast Stress Buster ebook 

 

 
The mind and body are interconnected. If you experience stress it may come into your 

awareness as a physical experience. For example you might feel a fluttering butterfly feeling 

in your stomach. Related to this feeling in your stomach might be a thought such as, “I need 

to get this right”, or typical example in the fear of public speaking, “I might look a fool”.  

 

One way to deal with your stress is to tackle it through the physical sensations. Chase the 

Pain, is an EFT approach that works in this way. It is also often used for physical problems 

such as restriction of movement of the arm, back pain etc.  

 
If you have a physical sensation related to your problem, even if it is an obvious emotional issue, 

Chase the Pain is a great approach that can often get excellent results. You have nothing to lose other 

than time by giving this a go, you never know it just might work for you. You can use this approach 

even if you don’t really know whether the physical sensations you are experience are linked to your 

stress. Tap on them any way. That way you know that you are being thorough in your pursuit of being 

stress free.  
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EFT – The Brief Guide 

 

What is EFT? 
EFT, Emotional Freedom Technique is a psychological form of acupressure that works by 

applying gentle percussive tapping on energy points located on the head and body. Whilst 

tapping on the energy points, you tune into the problem you wish to work on and tap and 

rebalance the energy of the mind/ body system. EFT does not require you to believe in it in 

order to get results. It does however require that you tune into the problem. Tuning in is 

generally done by using words that describe the problem. For example a person with, “a 

fluttering butterfly feeling in your stomach”, would generally say these words out aloud 

whilst tapping. This would focus the mind on the problem, and thus tune you into it. By 

speaking out aloud you stop you‟re the mind straying away from the problem. 

 

Below is a picture showing the tapping points used in EFT. 
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How to Do EFT 
 

A round of EFT tapping consists of two distinct phases, these are called, The Set Up and the 

Tapping Sequence.  

 

The Set Up, generally involves tapping with gentle percussion with either two or four fingers 

on the side of the hand shown as the Karate Point (Commonly also called the Karate Chop 

Point). Whilst tapping on this point you say the words out aloud shown below in italics. 

 

“Even though I have this problem I completely and totally love and approve of myself 

anyway”. 

 

The first part of this statement tunes you into the problem, “Even though I have this 

problem”. The second part is an affirmation or an indication of what you would rather have 

instead of this problem. This is the default affirmation used with EFT, “problem I completely 

and totally love and approve of myself anyway”. Other good affirmations are: “I accept me 

anyway”, “I am ok anyway” etc. Use whatever works for you. 

 

Below is the typical structure of EFT. On the left hand side you can see the point on the body 

you need to tap on, after that in italics you can also see the words that are spoken out aloud.   
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A Structure of a Round of EFT 
 
Below shows which tapping point you should tap on (e.g. Eyebrow Point) and how you 

should structure the words that you use. 

 
 

EFT Set Up 

 

 

Karate Chop Point: “Even though I have this problem I completely and totally love and 

approve of myself anyway”. 

 

Karate Chop Point: “Even though I have this problem I completely and totally love and 

approve of myself anyway”. 

 

Karate Chop Point: “Even though I have this problem I completely and totally love and 

approve of myself anyway”. 

 

 

EFT Tapping Sequence 

 

 

Top of the Head (Optional) “this problem”  

 

Eyebrow Point: “this problem”  

 

Side of the Eye Point: “this problem” 

  

Under the Eye Point: “this problem”  

 

Under the Nose Point: “this problem”  

 

Chin Point: “this problem” 

 

Collar Bone Point:  “this problem”  

 

Under the Arm Point: “this problem”  

 

When using EFT, replace the words “this problem” with the exact words that represent your 

specific problem. 

 

 

For Example 

 
“this problem” becomes “this band of tension on my forehead”. 
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Evaluating Your Problem 
 
When you are using EFT, it is best to evaluate your problem before you start and re-evaluate 

after you have tapped through a round.  
 

 

My Physical Stress 

Indicate on the diagrams above how you are currently experiencing your stress physically. 

 

Precision Gets Results 

 

Be precise, for example, if you have discomfort in your stomach, using the words, 

“discomfort in my stomach”, might get you a result, but being more specific and using the 

words that accurately describe your discomfort in more detail, such as, “a fluttering butterfly 

feeling in my stomach”, is likely to get a better result. 

 

Intensity Ratings 

 
You need to know the results you are achieving, so before you tap a round of EFT ask 

yourself,  

“On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is no problem at all and 10 is the worst this has ever been, 

how intense is this now?” 

 

After each round of tapping re ask yourself the question. 

“On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is no problem at all and 10 is the worst this has ever been, 

how intense is this now?” 
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The Chase the Pain Technique 

 
When you tap using EFT, the physical symptoms of your stress can change. They may just 

disappear completely. In that case your work is done. They may shift to a new location, or 

the quality of the feeling may change. An example of the quality of a feeling changing is a 

“butterfly feeling in the stomach” changing to a “tight hot band above my stomach”. When 

this happens change the words you use to reflect the change that has occurred. Then do 

another round of EFT. Continue to do this until either the pain shifts completely or reduces 

substantially in intensity. 

 

                                         1                                                          2 

 

 

 

1st Round of EFT 

“the problem” is “butterfly feeling in my stomach” 

 

2nd Round of EFT 

“the problem” is “tight hot band above my stomach” 

 
Continue to Chase the Pain until resolution or you have gone as far as you can go to reduce 

the sensation or feelings. If you find that you are chasing the pain endlessly, this is generally 

a sign you need to switch to working with this at an emotion level. That goes beyond the 

realms of this book; however the eBook, 7 Days of EFT Fast Stress Buster does cover this 

area. 
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Evaluating Your Stress 
 

Now that you have tapped out how stress is physically manifesting in your life it is time to 

look at the bigger picture. What might be different in your life? Are things that used to bother 

you in the past bothering you as much? Has anything else changed? For example, you might 

be sleeping better or not drinking as much. Notice what has worked for you. By the way, we 

don‟t always notice in the moment that we are different. We are too busy being in the 

moment. It is often in reflection that we make the realization, “I did behave differently”, “I 

was calm speaking with the boss”. So reflect away and remember, there is no failure in life 

only feedback. 
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Further Resources 
 
 
 

Free Newsletter 

If you would like to receive informative articles on EFT and other energy therapies as well as 

being kept informed about the latest developments, you can subscribe to the free newsletter, 

EFT Unleashed by visiting www.eft-courses.co.uk 

 

Tania A Prince 

Tania can be contacted via her website www.eft-courses.com or on tania@eft-courses.co.uk 

 

EFT Training Course 

Information on the EFT Training courses run by Tania can be found at www.eft-courses.com 

 

Professional EFT  

This site features some of the leading experts in the field of EFT. It is a resource for those 

who are serious about mastering EFT. www.professionaleft.com 

 
 
Other Products 

 

EFT Fast Stress Buster ebook  

DVD‟s on EFT and Inner RePatterning  

 
More information on this can be found at Tania’s website  

 

 

 

http://www.eft-courses.com/
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